HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Coloring fun on your Special Day!

LET’S CELEBRATE!
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MAIL A BIRTHDAY WISH TO YOUR FRIEND

Decorate this cake, write down your special wish below and mail it off.
Don’t forget to add the candles.

MY WISH TO YOU: ___________________________
IT’S YOUR BIRTHDAY, MAKE A PARTY HAT

Decorate & color using your favorite tools!

STEP 1 Decorate

STEP 2 Poke holes for string

STEP 3 Cut out party hat

STEP 4 Fold along dotted line

STEP 5 Glue side A onto striped area

STEP 6 Add string long enough to loop around your chin

STEP 7 Tie knots to secure to holes
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INVITE YOUR DOLLFRIENDS TO THE PARTY!

Decorate & color using your favorite tools using the same steps from page 1.
HELP BARBIE & HER FRIENDS!

Show them the way to the missing Birthday cupcake.
CELEBRATE YOUR BIRTHDAY WITH BARBIE

Cut-out each prop and affix to a recycled popsicle stick. Then smile and strike your best Birthday pose with props for the camera!
CELEBRATE YOUR BIRTHDAY WITH BARBIE

Cut-out each prop and affix to a recycled popsicle stick. Then smile and strike your best Birthday pose with props for the camera!
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